PRESENTATION TO THE MAYOR OF PHOENIX

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Over 5 million people live in the Sun Corridor, which is 75% of the population of Arizona.
In the Phoenix-Tucson segment, by 2035 there will be an additional 51% population
growth. Phoenix is the largest city in America without commuter or intercity rail, and
Maricopa County is America’s fastest growing county.
The Phoenix metropolitan area failed to make the Top 20 cities in Amazon’s search for
a second headquarters. The key criterion was a well-developed public transit system,
to include greater light rail and commuter rail, which we at present do not have. If
Arizona wishes to attract more and larger employers, it needs to improve its
transportation profile with a functional, comprehensive rail system.
Valley Metro Rail produced an $11 billion bonanza for the property tax rolls of the
communities along the line for a $2.5 billion investment. Over time, the I-10 corridor
between Phoenix and Tucson will support a much greater population density and
employment base. Passenger rail facilitates commerce, increases property values and
supports that density.
A new high-speed rail line between Phoenix and Tucson has long been proposed, but a
better alternative from ADOT would utilize the existing Union Pacific line. The $1.1
billion cost and 3-year buildout would make it far superior to the $6 billion cost and 20year buildout for the high-speed option.
Recommendations:
1. Work with the mayors of towns along the route to lobby state legislators of
both parties in the tri-county region to enact enabling legislation
authorizing a three-county joint powers authority to build and operate the
passenger rail line between Phoenix and Tucson.
2. Schedule discussions with Union Pacific to determine mutually beneficial
partnership interests, including new rail freight business resulting from
major track and signal upgrades for passenger train operations and new
real estate investment income opportunities.
3. Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport is a natural hub for commercial, transportation
and multipurpose real estate development. We propose construction of
Sky Harbor Station on a block of undeveloped land south of the 44 th Street
Valley Metro Rail station next to the Union Pacific line.
4. Determine a site for the downtown Phoenix passenger rail station, whether
Phoenix Union Station or a new site near Chase Stadium.
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SUN CORRIDOR TRANSPORTATION PROFILE


Over five million people live in the Sun Corridor (Prescott-Phoenix-TucsonNogales), which is 75% of the population of Arizona. This corridor grew 78%
between 1990 and 2010. In the Phoenix-Tucson segment of the Sun Corridor,
by 2035 there will be an additional 51% population growth to 7.7 million.



Phoenix is the largest city in America without commuter or intercity rail, and
Maricopa County is America’s fastest growing county. Arizona’s population and
employment are heavily concentrated in this segment of the corridor.



Travel times on I-10 are expected to increase 26% by 2035 and 59% by 2050.
To handle the anticipated traffic, I-10 would have to be widened to 10 lanes, 4 for
general purposes and.1 HOV in each direction.



It costs $3 to $6 million per mile to build two additional freeway lanes. That’s
easily $1 billion for I-10 between Phoenix and Tucson.



There are over 1600 miles of railroad track in Arizona. There is significant
demand for passenger rail from people, employers and other private sector
entities, particularly real estate investors and developers.



The Phoenix metropolitan area failed to make the Top 20 cities in Amazon’s
search for a second headquarters. The key criterion was a well-developed
public transit system, to include greater light rail and commuter rail, which we at
present do not have.
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If Arizona wishes to attract more and larger employers, particularly high-tech
companies fleeing less business-friendly states, it needs to improve its
transportation profile with a functional, comprehensive rail system.



Planned highway expansion in the growing Phoenix-Tucson Sun Corridor will not
meet growing traffic demand by 2035. Clearly, we need an alternative
transportation choice: fast and frequent passenger train service.
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WHY RAIL?


Air travel? It’s time consuming, inflexible, and air fares can be prohibitive. A
standard coach ticket for Phoenix-Tucson can range from $250 to over $1000,
even with a change of planes at an out-of-the-way hub like Denver (cf. Expedia).
Sandstorms close airports and ground planes and passengers.



Highway safety? I-10 is hazardous even on its best days with the sheer number
of trucks. A simple fender bender can create backups running for miles due to
the minimal number of bypass options and can delay a short trip by hours.
Sandstorms can make driving on the freeway treacherous and even close it
entirely.



But trains can handle sandstorms as long as the block signals are visible.



Why would a developer favor a rail-based solution to a transportation problem?
Because rail facilitates commerce, increases property values and supports a
greater population density. Rail is good for business!



Valley Metro Rail cost $2.5 billion to build thus far, but it has produced an $11
billion bonanza for the property tax rolls of the communities along the line. As
Valley Metro Rail expands, it will determine the shape and growth patterns of the
Phoenix region for the next 50 to 100 years.
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As cities and regions grow and age, they densify. It’s a natural process. Over
time, the I-10 corridor between Phoenix and Tucson will fill in and support a
much greater population density and employment base, similar to the I-94
corridor between Chicago and Milwaukee.



Passenger rail-based real estate development, unlike highway sprawl-based
development, encourages higher density construction, including office, residential
and pedestrian-friendly shopping, which appeals to socially conscious
Millennials.
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INTERCITY RAIL FROM PHOENIX TO TUCSON


The proposed $6 billion high speed rail line, whose study was funded by the
Federal Railroad Administration, is not practical at this time, and that figure is
now regarded as being far too low. Unless outside money comes in to build it
on a turnkey basis, it won’t happen.



A cheaper alternative enumerated by the study is the UP Alternative. By
utilizing the existing Union Pacific line between Phoenix and Tucson, the $1.1
billion cost and 3-year buildout would make it preferable to the high-speed option.



Union Pacific will want a separate track on its right-of-way for passenger trains.
Contractors specializing in passenger rail construction would build it with the
railroad approving the work.
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Traditionally, Union Pacific has balked at passenger trains sharing its right-ofway, but management in Omaha is taking a more enlightened approach. If you
have a checkbook with an integer followed by a significant number of zeroes, the
railroad will talk to you.



On a more practical basis, the UP Alternative would be much cheaper to build
and could be operational in as little as 3 years, compared to the ADOT 125 mph
high-speed option that would cost $6 billion plus and up to 20 years to build.



The Sun Corridor rail line could connect with the proposed I-11 multi-use
corridor, which may include high-speed rail between Phoenix and Las Vegas.



We have a problem, however. Article 9/Section 14 of the Arizona Constitution
stipulates that all transportation-related taxes be spent on highways. Arizona
cannot use these funds for railroad projects, unlike some other states.



Arizona has three options to fund this project:
1. Amend Article 9/Section 14 of the Arizona Constitution to include rail
funding. This is a very high hill to climb.
2. Take money for rail projects from the $1 billion surplus in the general fund.
This conflicts with both the state’s teachers and the governor. Each has
a different plan for that money.
3. Ask the Arizona Legislature to enact legislation permitting the counties of
Maricopa, Pinal and Pima to form a tri-county joint powers authority to
build and operate the line. Existing legislation permits individual counties
to hold elections to raise sales taxes to support highways and light rail,
thus bypassing restrictions in the Arizona Constitution, but this option
would add heavy rail and county alliances to the mix.
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SKY HARBOR STATION


Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport is a natural hub for transportation and real estate
development.



We propose Sky Harbor Station, an extensive commercial, transportation and
multipurpose real estate complex that would incorporate present and future
rail hub operations.



There is an undeveloped tract of land just north of the airport adjacent to the
PHX Sky Train station, south of the Valley Metro Rail station, and next to
Union Pacific’s Phoenix-Tucson line. It would be the ideal location for a
multimodal station and associated real estate development.
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DOWNTOWN PHOENIX STATION


Phoenix Union Station is not in a favorable location today, but it has room for
eight tracks and car storage and servicing facilities. It is on the National
Registry of Historic Buildings, which makes it a candidate for restoration.
Sprint will soon vacate the building for a new site in the West Valley. If Union
Station were designated as the downtown Phoenix station, real estate
developers might well revitalize the neighborhood.



Current development is east of Central Avenue in the vicinity of Chase
Stadium. A new station could be located here if Union Station were deemed
unacceptable.
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INTERSTATE 11


This proposed addition to the Interstate Highway System will combine the
existing US 93 and 95 in Arizona and Nevada. I-11 will either blaze a new path
from Wickenburg south to Arizona 85 at Buckeye on its way to I-8 at Gila Bend,
or create a new southern bypass of the Phoenix area paralleling I-10.



Initial planning would combine a highway with a rail line, pipelines and power
lines in the median. The illustration above is a proposal for a similar corridor in
the Cascade Foothills of Washington state.



A rail line in the median of I-11 would provide easier exchange of freight between
BNSF and Union Pacific, and also provide additional commuter and intercity
passenger rail options, to include possible high-speed rail to Las Vegas.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. WORK WITH THE MAYORS OF TOWNS ALONG THE ROUTE TO LOBBY
STATE LEGISLATORS OF BOTH PARTIES IN THE TRI-COUNTY REGION TO
ENACT ENABLING LEGISLATION AUTHORIZING A THREE-COUNTY JOINT
POWERS AUTHORITY TO BUILD AND OPERATE THE PASSENGER RAIL
LINE BETWEEN PHOENIX AND TUCSON. Former state senator Steve Farley
of Tucson proposed similar legislation in previous sessions of the legislature
without success. A bipartisan effort should make this legislation a reality.

2. SCHEDULE DISCUSSIONS WITH UNION PACIFIC TO DETERMINE
MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS, INCLUDING NEW
RAIL FREIGHT BUSINESS RESULTING FROM MAJOR TRACK AND SIGNAL
UPGRADES FOR PASSENGER TRAIN OPERATIONS AND NEW REAL
ESTATE INVESTMENT INCOME OPPORTUNITIES. All Aboard Arizona met
with a local Union Pacific representative and also conferred with other railroad
officials about their list of conditions for investments in this corridor. The
Western Regional Vice President, located in Roseville, California, is the
communications and relationship gatekeeper to senior executive officers in
Omaha, Nebraska. This is the officer to approach when ready to present a Sun
Corridor passenger rail proposal.

3. PHOENIX SKY HARBOR AIRPORT IS A NATURAL HUB FOR COMMERCIAL,
TRANSPORTATION AND MULTIPURPOSE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT.
WE PROPOSE CONSTRUCTION OF SKY HARBOR STATION ON A BLOCK
OF UNDEVELOPED LAND SOUTH OF THE 44TH STREET VALLEY METRO
RAIL STATION AND NEXT TO THE UNION PACIFIC LINE. This site could
become the most valuable and strategic transportation hub and real estate
complex in the region.

4. DETERMINE A SITE FOR THE DOWNTOWN PHOENIX PASSENGER RAIL
STATION, WHETHER PHOENIX UNION STATON OR A NEW SITE NEAR
CHASE STADIUM. This decision will determine real estate development
patterns for downtown Phoenix for the next fifty years or more.
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
Everyone we have met and talked to who lives and works in the Sun
Corridor, whether ordinary citizens, business people or politicians, are
in agreement that we need passenger rail service between Phoenix
and Tucson. Many have told us of bad experiences while driving on
the increasingly congested I-10 between the two cities. They would
prefer riding passenger trains in this growing corridor if they were
comfortable, dependable, fast and frequent.
All Aboard Arizona is proposing that we commence ambitious
planning efforts now that will result in passenger train service
operating between Arizona’s two largest cities – Phoenix and Tucson
– in the future. As one prominent state legislative leader recently
told us, “It’s not a matter of if, it’s only a matter of when.”
We conclude by saying, “The sooner we build it, the sooner they
will come.”
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ADDENDUM

BROADWAY CURVE COMMUTER RAIL MITIGATION


With three years of construction scheduled for the Broadway Curve Project, a
possible mitigation solution would be a temporary commuter rail line to lighten
the traffic load on the two freeways affected. This would not only solve the
immediate problem of traffic congestion, but it would give commuters a taste of
what commuter rail can do before the Proposition 400 Extension comes to a
vote.



The Union Pacific lines that are part of this proposal are a piece of the PhoenixPicacho Junction line and the surviving remnant of the Kyrene Industrial Line that
once went to Maricopa.
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This concept was inspired by the Florida Department of Transportation’s I-95
widening project, which featured a commuter rail program to assist traffic
mitigation during construction. This was the seed of Tri-Rail, which became a
permanent fixture with an average daily ridership of 15,500 and 48 trains per day.



With conventional improvements to the existing UP tracks, a one-way trip by
commuter train from Chandler Blvd. at I-10 to Central Ave. in downtown Phoenix
would take 29 minutes during the rush hour. Maximum operating speed would
be 70 miles per hour with an average speed of 43 miles per hour. This would
provide an advantage over express buses, which will have to share the reduced
lane structures on the affected freeways with cars and trucks.



There will be stations near residents in Ahwatukee, West Chandler, Guadalupe,
Tempe, Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport and downtown Phoenix.



There will need to be a track access sharing deal with Union Pacific. UP hosts
ten trains per day between Phoenix and Tempe and one to two trains per day
between Tempe and West Chandler.



Leasing locomotives and surplus commuter rail cars will keep costs lower than
buying new equipment.



This will cost up to $5 million per year to lease and operate from UP, and $50100 million for one-time track upgrades, signal improvements, Positive Train
Control, station platforms, and passenger cars and locomotives.



Funding may be available from FHWA-USDOT, NEPA, ADOT, Arizona
congressional delegation discretionary funding, and the ADOT Rainy Day Fund.
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